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Mechanisms of schedule entrainment
ALLISTON K. REID AND J.E.R. STADDON

Introduction
If hungry rats are placed on a fixed-time (FT) schedule of food delivery in
which food pellets are delivered every, say, 60 seconds independent of the
rat's behaviour, and if supporting apparatus such as a running wheel and a
water dispenser are available, the sequence of the activities between food
deliveries becomes strikingly stereotyped. Fig. 8.1 shows a second-by-second
summary of an entire 45-min session for a rat on an F T 60-s schedule. Each
row represents a single interfood interval, and each character or space
represents one second of an activity. 'F' corresponds to 'head-in-feeder', 'D'
to drinking, 'R' to wheel running, 'C' to chewing an oak block, blank spaces
to unmeasured activities, and the lower case letters correspond to various
inoperative levers in the apparatus. The '1' in the first column is the number
of food pellets beginning the interval, and the '60' in the last column
represents the duration of the interfood interval.
When data are depicted in this format, the most striking aspect is the
temporal entrainment of the various activities by food presentation. With
few exceptions most interfood intervals contained a relatively stereotyped
temporal pattern of activities: eating the food pellet, then drinking from the
water spout, running in the wheel, and.finally returning to the feeder area in
anticipation of the next food delivery. But there is another striking aspect of
these data. Not only is drinking generally the first activity to occur after
eating each pellet, the amount of drinking is much higher than that observed
over the same 45-min period when all the food pellets are delivered en masse
at the beginning of the session. There is something about the schedule of
food presentation that not only entrains all, or nearly all, activities, but also
induces polydipsic drinking. Excessive drinking in the absence of water
deprivation in this paradigm has been termed schedule-induced drinking to
emphasize the role of the reward schedule in the production of the
augmented drinking.
The main purpose of this chapter is to identify the factors responsible for
the entrainment of the temporal patterns of induced and non-induced
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Fig. 8.1. Second-by-second session summary of performance of a rat on a FT 60-s

food schedule. Each row represents one 60-s interfood interval. Each character represents one sec of an activity. 'F' is head-in-feeder, 'D'is drinking, 'R' is running. 'C' is
chewing, and lower case letters represent various inoperative levers. (From Reid et at.
(in prep. b).)
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activities in the interfood interval. We treat the observations of entrainment
and elevated levels of induced activities as separate (albeit often related)
phenomena, because activities can become entrained without occurring at
levels above that of a massed-food baseline. There are several criteria for the
classification of an activity as schedule induced or non-induced (see Falk
1969; Staddon 1977 for summaries and justifications). We will deal with
three:

in increased levels of induced drinking. It also provides an informal
mechanism of how the induced activity is selected from all possibilities:
drinking is most often induced on food schedules because of the special
facilitatory relation between eating and drinking. Non-induced activities
such as running presumably do not have the same facilitatory relation with
food. Whether these relations differ qualitatively or only quantitatively
remains unanswered.
Nevertheless, activities other than drinking can be induced by food
schedules. For example, schedule-induced gnawing also occurs in rats,
pigeons often show schedule-induced aggression, and gerbils show induced
running (see Falk 1969, 1971; Staddon 1977 for reviews). It remains an open
question as to whether each species has a limitednumber of activities capable
of being induced by food schedules, and whether or not each type of reward
has the ability to induce only certain activities.
It is certainly true that many activities other than induced activities
become temporally entrained by periodic reward schedules. Running in
Fig. 8.1 is a perfect example: it does not occur at elevated levels and, thus,
should not be considered an induced activity; yet it nearly always occurs after
drinking. There is little doubt that all rewards can entrain activities, although
few activities may occur at levels elevated relative to some baseline measure.
When a periodic reward schedule induces drinking and entrains running to a
later period within the interfood interval, this entrainment demonstrates that
the animal's internal state is changing in unidentified ways. After all, these
behavioural transitions occur with no apparent changes in the external
environment. One cannot understand the effects of even simple reward
schedules until the factors responsible for the entrainment of induced and
non-induced activities are identified.
Perhaps the strongest factor that determines both the amount and
temporal position of schedule-induced activities is reward frequency.
Reward frequency has differential effects on induced and non-induced
activities. As we shall see, manipulations of the absolute frequency of reward
affect these activities in a different fashion than do manipulations of relative
reward frequency, and both factors may be the primary determinants of the
temporal patterning observed on most reward schedules. We begin, therefore, by explaining the differential effects of manipulations of reward
frequency on induced and non-induced activities.
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(1) the elevated level of induced activities relative to baseline measures;
(2) the inverted-U relation between the rates of induced activities and food
delivery;
(3) the differences in the temporal distributions of the two types when they
occur in the same interfood interval. That is, the induced activity occurs first
in the interval, appearing food-bound, and non-induced activities seem to
occur later if there is 'enough' time available.
We will not deal directly with the question of the elevated level of induced
behaviour and its proper baseline measures. Historically, much emphasis has
been placed on the issue of excessiveness, and Rachlin and Krasnoff (1983).
Roper (1981). Timberlake (1982). and Wetherington and Brownstein (1982)
discuss the measurement of the proper baseline@) in great detail. Our
emphasis is on the different temporal distributions of induced and noninduced activities.
Since Falk's (1961) discovery of schedule-induced drinking, many
researchers have explored the generality of schedule induction. Schedule
induction has been observed with several activities, rewards, schedules, and
species (see Falk 1969, 1971; Staddon 1977 for reviews). Although several
different activities have been demonstrated to be induced to elevated levels,
most research has treated schedule-induced polydipsia as a paradigm for the
study of schedule induction. Therefore, much more is known about induced
drinking than about other induced activities, which must unavoidably bias
the emphasis of this chapter.
There is little reason to believe that the induction of drinking is more
important than the induction of any other activity. The intuitive idea that
drinking is somehow uniquely related to eating (especially eating dry food
pellets) has dominated the literature to such an extent that most explanations
of schedule induction have usually assumed the existence of a (poorly
defined) special relation between the induced activity and the reinforcer. For
example, a widely held hypothesis regarding the causes of schedule-induced
drinking is the 'motivation hypothesis' (Falk 19666; Staddon 1977). This
hypothesis states that drinking is induced on food schedules because of some
facilitatory relation between hunger and thirst, so that increased drinking
occurs with increases in drive or incentive to eat. Larger meals, higher food
rates, higher food deprivation, and higher food palatability should all result
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Differential effects of reward frequency on induced and
non-induced activities
Most simple schedules of reinforcement are composed of temporal periods
with varying probabilities of food delivery. Often the variation is an indirect
result of some aspect of the procedure, such as the low probability of
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food just after food delivery on fixed-ratio schedules. But some schedules
explicitly control the absolute probability of reward over time. On fixedinterval (FI) schedules, for example, the probability of reward is zero before
the interval has elapsed. Even in the more complex procedures such as
concurrent or multiple (Mult) schedules with more than one component, the
relative probability of food delivery in each component is usually varied
widely.
All these schedules are generally studied because of the regular patterns of
operant responding they produce. However, variation in the probability of
food delivery, both absolute and relative, has been repeatedly demonstrated
to control the amount and distributions of schedule induced and noninduced activities (see Falk 1971; Staddon 1977, for reviews). As we will see,
both classes of activities may influence the amount of operant behaviour
observed on periodic schedules, either because of competition for time or
perhaps because of some other behavioural interaction (Hinson and Staddon
1978; Reid and Staddon 1982).
Absolute reward rate (on simple schedules) or relative reward rate (on
multiple schedules) seems to affect induced activities in at least two ways: by
affecting the level of induced activities (which may, in turn, have indirect
effects on other activities), and by determining the temporal distribution of
induced and non-induced activities. We will deal with each of these factors in
detail.

available to rats. This observation of an inverse relation between food
frequency and non-induced activities is very interesting. Perhaps the rate at
which non-induced activities occur is independent of reward rate when no
induced activities occur, but a decreasing function when induced activities
are present-which implies that the decreasing function reflects competitive
inhibition of non-induced by induced activities. To our knowledge, this
hypothesis has not been explicitly tested.
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Absolute food frequency
Non-induced activities Manipulations of reward frequency have little or no
effect on the rates of non-induced activities, although the overall amount of
each activity usually varies with the amount of time available between
reward deliveries. For example, Riley et al. (1985) demonstrated that the rate
of wheel running remained relatively constant when interpellet interval was
varied, in different conditions, from 30 to 360 seconds, confirming the
results of many others who have shown that running on food schedules is a
non-induced activity (Penney and Schull 1977; Roper 1980; Staddon 1977;
Wetherington et al. 1977). Similarly, Reid et al. (1985) manipulated the
frequency of water presentation to rats and measured its effects on eight
different non-induced activities, including wheel running. The rates of each
of the activities were quite constant over the range of interreward times of 15
to 180 seconds.
It appears that when no induced activities occur in the interreward
interval, the rate of non-induced activities is constant over a substantial
range of reward frequency. However, Staddon (1977) reported that running
rate decreased and drinking rate increased with increases in food frequency
when both wheel running (non-induced) and drinking (induced) were
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Induced activities More studies have looked at the relation between
schedule-induced drinking and absolute food frequency on simple schedules
than any other issue concerning schedule induction. The relation between
drinking rate, the amount of drinking, and food frequency is now clear. But
because rate and amount of drinking are often not equivalent (and there are
other ways of measuring induced drinking), the relations have historically
been quite confusing. It is worthwhile, then, for us to examine both measures
and their relations with food rate.
Most of the original interest in schehule-induced drinking was centred on
its excess: animals drink much more than could be accounted for by any
physiological, homeostatic explanation. Hence, the most appropriate
measure seemed to be the amount of water consumed per session. Falk
(1966~)was the first to determine the relation between the amount of water
drunk (in ml per session) and fixed-interval value, ranging from 2 to 300s.
The relation was an inverted U, which he termed 'bitonic'. This bitonic
relation was subsequently verified by Bond (1973, 1976), Burks (1970), Falk
(1967), Flory (1971), Keehn and Colotla (1971), and others (see review in
Wetherington 1979).
Hawkins et al. (1972) confirmed Falk's results and also proposed that the
relation between drinking rate and food frequency is monotonically
increasing with a range of F I values of 1-5 minutes. Cohen (1975)
subsequently argued that the relation follows the same type of hyperbola as
the single-response matching relation (Hermstein 1970). Thus, Herrnstein's
(1%1, 1970) equation, originally proposed as a description of responsecontingent, operant behaviour, may also be useful to quantify the relation
between the rate of schedule-inducedbehaviour and absolute reward rate (cf.
Jacquet 1972). This monotonic relation between absolute feeding and
drinking rates has now been replicated by Millenson (1975), Rachlin and
Krasnoff (1983), Staddon (1977), Urbain etal. (1979), and others (see
Wetherington 1979, for a review).
After replotting Flory's (1971) data as rates, Staddon (1977) proposed
that, if rats are exposed to extremely short interfood intervals, drinking rate
decreases because a major proportion of the interval is taken up by eating. At
high food rates, therefore, the relation between food rate and the rate of
induced drinking changes from increasing to decreasing. Previous studies
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had used relatively long interval values and thus observed only part of the
relation. Wetherington (1979) placed rats on FT schedules ranging from 15
to 480 s and confirmed that, at very high food rates, drinking rate decreases.
The transformation of the bitonic relation observed with total water
consumption to a monotonic relation with drinking rate is possible only
when the interreinforcement interval values are greater than about 15-20 s.
With high food rates, both relations are bitonic. However, the decreasing
limb on the rate function may be interpreted as the result of temporal
constraints imposed by eating rather than a modification of the
'motivational' factors that induce drinking.
In an attempt to quantify the bitonic relation, Wetherington (1979)
showed that Herrnstein's matching relation fits the drinking data if 1 second
(her estimate of the minimum time required to eat the food pellet) is
subtracted from each interfood interval. The effect of this 1-s subtraction
was minimal at low food rates, but at high rates it served to level off the
decreasing limb, producing a hyperbolic function. Wetherington (1979)
tested the feasibility of applying this modification of Herrnstein's equation.
She found that Herrnstein's equation accounted for the data very well in
most cases. In those cases in which it provided a poor fit, it appeared that the
fit could be greatly improved by subtracting an eating time longer or shorter
than 1 second per pellet.
Heyman and Bouzas (1980) proposed a very similar modification of the
matching relation to account for the decreasing limb of the drinking function
occurring at very high food rates. Because their model accurately accounts
for all of the data on drinking rates published since then (Rachlin and
Krasnoff 1983; Roper 1980; Rosellini and Burdette 1980; Shurtleff etal.
1983) and because no other type of model has been proposed to quantify the
drinking function, we will discuss it further.
Instead of subtracting a constant eating time from each interval as
Wetherington (1979) had done, Heyman and Bouzas (1980) included a fitted
variable, E, in Herrnstein's (1970) matching relation

in which x represents the operant response rate, k is a fitted constant
corresponding to the asymptotic rate of x, R(x) is the obtained reinforcement
rate, and Re is another fitted constant which estimates the rate of all
unscheduled reinforcers. Heyman and Bouzas assumed that the reinforcing
strength of induced drinking varies proportionally with,the food rate, and
that induced drinking depends upon prior eating and is, then, constrained by
time spent eating, E. Thus, in a fixed-time food schedule in which a single
button press delivers water, the rate of button-pressing, B, for water is
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Equation (8.2) states that button-pressing for water on food schedules is
proportional to the reinforcing strength of drinking, W, multiplied by the
proportion of the interval available to drink, (T-E)/T. T is the scheduled
interfood time, so the reinforcing strength of drinking is proportional to the
rate of food reinforcement. Heyman and Bouzas applied eq. (8.2) to their
data, to those of Flory (1971), and to Allen and Kenshalo's (1976) data with
rhesus monkeys. They concluded that E is relatively constant across
schedules within species: around 3 seconds for rats and just over 9 seconds
for monkeys.
In summary, the measured relation between drinking rate and food rate is
non-monotonic. However, if drinking is truly dependent upon prior eating
(discussed later), then we could consider the decrtasing limb as a function of
the temporal constraint of eating. This assumption allows the resulting
function to be considered monotonic and well represented by the hyperbolic
matching relation.
We must be aware of the difficulties inherent in the application of
Herrnstein's matching equation for operant behaviour to non-contingent
activities. As Heyman and Bouzas point out, there are several limitations in
the use of eq. (8.2). The problems arise in its use as a explanatory model
rather than as a useful modification of a hyperbolic function for curvefitting. Eq. (8.2) describes the relation between button-pressing for water
and the rate of food delivery. Additional assumptions must be made to apply
it to situations in which there is no contingent response for access to the water
tube. To the extent that the relation between button pressing and drinking is
non-linear, or that the time taken to eat is not constant, e.g. dependent on
interval value, eq. (8.2) becomes less applicable to actual drinking rates.
Cohen (1975) and Wetherington (1979) applied Herrnstein's equation
directly to schedule-induced drinking. Consequently, there is no problem
associated with an expressed relation between drinking and a contingent
response such as button-pressing for water on a food schedule. In addition,
Wetherington's model could be modified to allow the eating time to be a
fitted parameter as do Heyman and Bouzas (1980). However, there are
substantial problems with the interpretation of the other parameters. For
example, the reinforcing strength of drinking must be in units of food rate.
Wetherington reported that, with data from several studies, the asymptotic
rate of drinking does not appear t o be constant and is occasionally negative.
She also found that Re is also occasionally negative, which produces
positively-accelerated drinking rate functions rather than negatively
accelerated functions.
Studies have not directly addressed the problems associated with the
application of the matching relation to schedule-induced behaviour. Its
y of schedule-induced behaviour is probably quite
2), but thus far it is the only quantitative model
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describing the relation between the average reward rate and the average rate
of schedule-induced behaviour. Nevertheless, the model is very useful for
our purposes of describing food frequency effects. In fact, in the next section
we will see that the matching relation is exceptionally useful for the description of the main effect of manipulations of relative food frequency: the
allocation of induced and non-induced activities to temporal periods that
differ in the relative probability of reward.

schedules. Matching of the relative rate of drinking with the relative food
rate in each component does, however, make the precise prediction of a
linear relation between relative rates, just as a strict interpretation of the
motivation hypothesis informally predicts. As we will see, relativity
matching may not be the best description of the time allocation strategies of
schedule-induced behaviour. Nevertheless, the matching square depicted
in Figs. 8.2-8.4 does provide a very useful means of examining the various
ways in which induced and non-induced activities are allocated across
components.
A third possible controlling factor in time allocation strategies is the
dependency that induced behaviours usually show upon immediately prior
reward. The postprandial pattern of drinking has been widely documented,
although drinking will occur at other times in the interfood interval, usually
at reduced levels (cf. Corfield-Sumner et al. 1977; Flory and O'Boyle 1972;
McLeod and Gollub 1976; Porter and Kenshalo 1974; Rosenblith 1970;
Wuttke and Innis 1972). How will induced drinking be allocated on multiple
schedules that have extinction in one component? There is certainly more
'free' time for drinking to occur during extinction, but the occurrence of
drinking may depend completely upon food delivery. Thus, drinking could
favour the rich component because of this dependency, or it could favour the
lean component (extinction) because of simpler time-allocation demands.
We will return to this point in a minute.
As we shall see, the contributions of these three factors-(1) relative
reward rate, (2) stimuli signaling low reward probability, and (3) the
dependency that induced behaviours usually show upon immediately prior
reward-to time allocation strategies are not easily determined. Often
multiple schedules confound two or more of these factors, and other factors
such as component duration are often even stronger determinants of the
allocation of induced and non-induced activities to particular components.
Application of relativity matching to schedule-induced behaviour requires
that the rate of induced behaviour in each component be determined by the
equation
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Relative food frequency
Schedule-induced behaviour is a function not only of reward rate, but of the
stimulus properties of each schedule that signal the probability of food
delivery (cf. Alferink et al. 1980; Staddon 1977). It is clear that scheduleinduced activities tend to occur during periods of relatively low reward
probability on simple schedules. A schedule need not have an explicit
stimulus or temporal period signalling a lower-than-average probability of
reward-induced behaviour will also occur in periods of very low absolute
probability of reward, such as random-time food schedules with low average
food rates (Shurtleff et al. 1983). On simple interval and ratio schedules,
induced behaviour tends to occupy S - periods and rarely occupies the S +
periods favoured by operant behaviour. S + is a stimulus correlated with
reinforcement, S - is a stimulus correlated with non-reinforcement. The S hypothesis refers to the influence on induced behaviour of stimuli that
predict the probability of reward. Unfortunately, no quantitative models of
the S - hypothesis have been proposed.
Lean components of multiple schedules have, by definition, lower
probabilities of reward. Therefore, the S - hypothesis clearly predicts that
schedule-induced activities will tend to favour these lean components.
Consider the case of Alferink et al. (1980). They placed rats on a Mult FR-10
FR-100 schedule of food delivery and measured induced drinking. If the
immediate stimulus signalling the probability of food delivery is the most
important factor in the allocation of more induced drinking to one
component than the other, then more drinking should occur in the lean
(FR-100) component because each food delivery signals a longer time (and
more work) before the next food delivery. But if drinking is more strongly
influenced by the frequency of food delivery, then more drinking should
occur during the rich (FR-10) component. In this case, drinking occurred
almost exclusively in the F R- 100 component, demonstrating that food
frequency is certainly not the only controlling factor.
The motivation hypothesis requires induced behaviour to favour the rich
components of multiple schedules, because the tendency to drink is
presumably related to eating. The motivation hypothesis is too informal to
make quantitative predictions about time allocation strategies in multiple

I

I

k

Bl/(B, + 83= R(x,)/(R(x,) + R(x3)
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(8.3)

where B, is the rate of drinking in component i, and R(x,) is the obtained food
rate. Eq. (8.3) states that the relative rate of induced behaviour (the rate of
induced behaviour in one component relative to the sum of the rates of
induced behaviour in both components) should be equal to the relative
reward rate in that component.
In contrast, an inverse relation between relative food rate and the rate of
induced behaviour would be represented by antimatching, the negatively
sloped line in Figs. 8.2-8.4. The antimatching relation is predicted by the S hypothesis.
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Fig. 8.2. Relative rate of drinking in rats versus relative reward rate in multiple
schedules. The positively sloped line represents relatively matching, and the
negatively sloped line represents antimatching. The symbols represent averaged data
from different studies: Subject numbers: Alferink et al. (1980); asterisk: Hamm et al.
(1981); triangles: Hamm etal. (1978); plus signs: Jacquet (1972); cross: Minor and
Coulter (1982); star; Reid et al. (in prep. a); open square: Dougan et al. (1986); filled
square: Dougan et al. (1985); open circles: wheel-running in Hinson and Staddon
(1978).

There are several studies with multiple schedules that allow the determination of how rats and pigeons reallocate induced activities according to the
relative frequency of reward in each component. In Fig. 8.2 we have
replotted the schedule-induced drinking data from several studies with rats,
and Fig. 8.3 contains the data from studies on schedule-induced aggression
with pigeons.
What is the simplest time-allocation strategy that two activities,
contingent responding and any other activity, might show on multiple
schedules? Is the strategy the same for induced and non-induced activities?
Hinson and Staddon (1978) placed rats on a multiple schedule with a
constant variable interval (V I) 60-s schedule in one component and the other
component contained either the same VI schedule or extinction. Rats pressed
levers for milk delivery and had a running wheel available in both
components. When both components contained the same VI schedules,
running occurred at approximately equal rates in both. But when one

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.O

Fig. 8.3. Relative rate of aggression in pigeons versus relative reward rate in multiple

schedules. The symbols represent averaged data from different studies: unfilled
square: Ator (1980) triangle: Flow (1969); fiied squares: Reid et al. (in prep. a;
dashed line: the estimated data from Cohen and Looney (1973); circles: general
activity in Buzzard and Hake (1984). The actual values of relative reward rate are
often only estimates, as they were rarely specified.

component was shifted to extinction, running greatly decreased in the VI
component and increased in extinction. It appears that time spent running in
each component was a simple function of the level of competition between
all activities: running had no strong competitor in the extinction component
(it did not have to compete with lever pressing and reward-related activities)
but did in the VI component. This time-allocation strategy represents antimatching, the negatively sloped line in Fig. 8.2. Their averaged data are
represented by open circles.
Perhaps the most striking result of the Hinson and Staddon study is that
the availability of the running wheel was a major determinant of the amount
of behavioural contrast shown by the operant lever press. Rats do not usuaily
show stong behavioural contrast, but Hinson and Staddon argue that this is
because most experiments with rats do not contain the supporting stimuli
(i.e. running wheel or drinking tube) that allow the reallocation of activities
that compete with lever pressing. In this case running did not occur at
elevated levels, and thus was not considered a schedule-induced activity.
Given that schedule-induced activities are facilitated by reinforcement
schedules, they may be able to influence operant responding even more
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strongly than do non-induced activities. This possibility has not been directly
tested.
There is also reason to predict that operant responding would be
influenced in opposing directions by induced activities and non-induced
activities. Induced activities tend to increase (to some limit) as absolute food
rate increases. Non-induced activities either decrease or are unaffected by
increases in absolute food rate. Hence induced and non-induced activities
should affect behaviour differently in response to changes in relative food
rates-and have very different effects on the relation between relative reward
(food) and response rates, on multiple schedules. Since induced activities
increase with reward rate, they must increasingly compete for time with the
operant response, so should limit its increase. Hence the opportunity to
engage in an induced activity should reduce contrast and favour undermatching (Baum 1974) of operant responding on multiple schedules. Noninduced activities, on the other hand, show a constant or even negative
relation to food rate, hence should either show no effect, or facilitate
contrast (as in the Hinson and Staddon study) and tend to favour matching
or overmatching of operant responding. Correspondingly, an induced
activity should show a matching function similar to (but perhaps of lower
slope than) the operant response, whereas a non-induced activity should
show a constant or even negative (antimatching) function.
If induced and non-induced activities fall along these extremes, we might
even want to define an activity as induced or non-induced by the way it
behaves in multiple schedules. If activities appear to fall along a continuum
between matching and antimatching (and, as we will see, they do), we might
conclude that a continuum (that may eventually be quantitatively defined)
between induced and non-induced activities is a more accurate description
than the traditional dichotomy.
Jacquet (1972) explicitly tested the applicability of the matching relation to
induced drinking in multiple schedules. Rats were placed on a Mult V I 1-min
VI-X, where X was VI 1-min, VI 3-min, or Extinction (Ext). As the three
'plus signs' in Fig. 8.2 show, rats matched relative drink rates to relative
food rates very closely. Possible deviations from matching (such as
undermatching) could not be readily identified, unfortunately, because only
three points were available.
Hamm et al. (1981) (represented by the asterisk in Fig. 8.2) and Hamm
et al. (1978) (open triangles) examined the temporal allocation of induced
drinking in Mult RT 30-s Ext and Mult VT 50-s Ext schedules, respectively.
Both studies found that rats spent more time drinking in the food component
than in extinction. Their data are replotted as relative rates in Fig. 8.2. Food
delivery was not contingent upon responding in either study. Nevertheless,
Reid et al. (in prep. a) (star) used a response-contingent procedure (Mult
FR-X Ext) and also found more drinking in the rich (fixed ratio; FR) compo-

nent; thus the contingency appears irrelevant. Because drinking favoured the
rich component, each of these studies provides evidence that the relative rate
of induced drinking is a positive function of the relative food rate.
Induced drinking does not always favour the rich component, however.
Drinking by one rat in the Hamm et al. (1978) study (lower open triangle)
strongly favoured the extinction component. Alferink etal. (1980)
(represented by the rats' numbers 1-4) mentioned earlier, found that rats
drank almost exclusively in the lean, FR-100, component of a Mult FR-10
FR-100 schedule. Minor and Coulter (1982) (cross) found that rats allocated
about 90 per cent of the total drinking rate in the extinction component of a
Mult VT-30 Ext schedule. Dougan etal. (1986) (open square) found that
three of four rats drank more during the extinction component of a Mult
VI-10 Ext schedule, although there was much variability between rats.
Parametric data are conspicuously lacking for an examination of the
applicability of the relativity matching relation. With the single exception of
Jacquet (1972), no studies investigating drinking on multiple schedules have
looked at relative food rates in the intermediate range between 50 per cent
and 100 per cent. Data from Alferink et al. (1980) are replotted in Fig. 8.2 as
intermediate values, but, because they used fixed ratios in both components
and did not publish response rates or obtained reward rates, we cannot be
certain of the precise location of the points on the abscissa.
Figure 8.3 contains pigeon data replotted from multiple schedule studies
investigating schedule-induced aggression. Reid et al. (in prep. a, Expt. 2)
(filled squares) manipulated the ratio value on a Mult FR Ext schedule and
found a systematic positive relation between the relative reward rate and the
proportion of schedule-induced aggression occurring during extinction. As
the ratio value was shifted from FR-1 to FR-75, induced aggression slowly
shifted toward the FR component.
Although several studies have been published with pigeons on multiple
ratio schedules, response rate in both components has rarely been specified
(e.g. Ator 1980; Cohen and Looney 1973; Flory 1969; Knutson 1970). Thus,
accurate relative rates often cannot be determined. In the study of Cohen
and Looney (1973) (dashed line), the ratio value of a Mult FR-25 FR-X was
manipulated parametrically. It is difficult to know how the rate of attack in
the rich (FR-25) component changed with increases in the ratio requirement
in the lean component, since the rates were not specified. However, the
absolute rate of induced attack in the varied component showed an
inverted4 relation with fixed-ratio value. Schedule-induced attack occurred
at approximately equal rates in the two components when the schedule was
Mult FR-25 FR-25 and shifted quickly to nearly 100 per cent of the attack
occurring during the lean component. The dashed line in Fig. 8.3 depicts
these estimated relative rates of attack.
Buzzard and Hake (1984) is the only multiple-schedule study with induced
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activities other than aggression in pigeons that allows obtained rates of
induced behaviour and reward in each component to be determined. They
measured induced 'general activity' (open circles) on Mult VT-30 VT-30 and
shifted the pigeons to Mult VT-30 Ext. Induced general activity slightly
favoured the rich component, but it was never absent from the extinction
component.
Much of the confusion in the time-allocation strategies depicted in the rat
data of Fig. 8.2 can be cleared up by examining the component durations of
the various multiple schedules in the different studies. The replotted data in
Fig. 8.4 show that short component durations in multiple schedules usually
result in more induced drinking in the lean (extinction) component. As the
component duration increases, the proportion of drinking in the rich
component also increases. For example, Jacquet (1972) (plus sign) and
Dougan et al. (1985) (lower filled square) both exposed rats to Mult VI-60
Ext schedules, but the component durations differed in the two studies. The
component duration in Jacquet's (1972) multiple schedule was 600 seconds
and drinking strongly favoured the rich component, whereas the component

duration in Dougan etal. (1985) multiple schedule was 30 seconds, with
drinking favouring the lean (extinction) component.
Recently, Dougan et al. (1985) and Minor (1987) explicitly manipulated
component duration in order to determine its effect on the allocation of
induced drinking. Dougan el al. (1985) (filled squares) exposed one group of
rats to 30-s component duration and another group of rats t o ' a 90-s
component duration of a Mult VI-60 Ext. Drinking in the group with the
shorter component duration strongly favoured the extinction component,
whereas drinking in the group with the longer component duration slightly
favoured the rich component. Minor (1987, Expt. 3) (open circles) manipulated component duration within rats over the wider range of 15-360 s in a
Mult VT-30 Ext schedule, and found that the proportion of drinking in the
rich component varied directly and systematicallywith component duration.
It really should not be surprising that component duration is a determinant of the amount of induced and non-induced behaviour allocated to
different components of multiple schedules. After all, component duration
is an important determinant of the rate of operant behaviour in multiple
schedules (Ettinger and Staddon 1982; Hinson etal. 1978; Staddon 1982;
Todorov 1972; Williams 1979). As component duration increases, the rate of
operant behaviour in the lean component increases, and the rate of induced
behaviour in that same, lean component decreases. Ettinger and Staddon
(1982) and Staddon (1982) predicted that component duration should have
exactly this effect on the allocation of induced behaviour due to the
dynamics of behavioural competition between operant and induced activities
within individual components. Early within the rich component, competition from operant behaviour is maximal, resulting in the reallocation of
other activities to the less competitive periods, the lean components. As
component duration is shortened, the average competitiveness of operant
responding over the rich component is increased, resulting in more reallocation of induced behaviour to the lean components.
Since much of the time-allocation data in Fig. 8.2 is likely to be due, in
part, to the component duration of the various multiple schedules, what
effect does the relative frequency of reward actually have? In most studies
with rats, the effects of relative frequency of reward are overpowered by the
effects of the component duration. Available evidence with rats seems to
indicate that as relative reward frequency increases, the proportion of
induced drinking allocated to the lean component (extinction) increases. For
example, a group of rats in the Dougan etal. (1985) (see Fig. 8.2, filled
squares) study were exposed to Mult VI-60 Ext and to Mult VI-10 Ext
schedules with constant (90 s) component durations. Induced drinking
slightly favoured the rich (VI) component only when it contained a VI 60-s
schedule. When it contained a VI 10-s schedule, induced drinking strongly
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Fig. 8.4. Relative rate of drinking in rats versus relative food rate in multiple
schedules with an emphasis on the component duration. The symbols represent
averaged data from different studies: plus sign: Jacquet (1972); circles: Minor (1987.
Expt. 3); triangle: Hamm etal. (1978); stars: Reid etal. (in prep. a); filled squares:
Dougan etol. (1985); asterisks: Minor (1987. Expt. 2); cross: Minor and Coulter
(1982).
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favoured the extinction component. Nevertheless, Reid et al. (in prep. a,
Expt. 1) (star) placed rats on a Mult F R Ext schedule, varied the ratio value
from 1 to 60 with constant component duration, and found no effect
whatsoever of ratio value. T o our knowledge, no other studies with rats
allow the determination of the effects of relative reward frequency without
confounding component duration.
Data from studies with pigeons (Fig. 8.3) agrees with the tentative
conclusions from the studies with rats. As relative reward rate increases, the
proportion of induced aggression in the lean (extinction) component
increases. Sufficient data are not available to determine whether or not
component duration is an important factor with pigeons in their time allocation strategy. Nevertheless, in the Buzzard and Hake (1984) study (see open
circles in Fig. 8.3). there was a small increase in the proportion of induced
general activity in the rich component when they lengthened the extinction
component from 1 minute (point 'A') to 7 minutes (point 'B'). This small
increase in the rich component with increases in component duration
confirms the same results from the studies with rats.
Summary of reward frequency effects
In summary, the time-allocation strategy responsible for the allocation of
schedule-induced activities to different components of multiple schedules is
not accurately described by either the S - hypothesis or the motivation
hypothesis. Reward probability or frequency is the main component of both
hypotheses, and it does control behaviour. Schedule-induced behaviour on
multiple schedules does not conform to relativity matching or antimatching.
Rather, its allocation to rich and lean components varies along a continuum
between the two extremes. The matching and antimatching relations are very
useful descriptions of the complete allocation to one component or another
which is occasionally observed, and accurately describe predictions from the
motivation hypothesis and the S - hypothesis.
Several factors are important determinants of time allocation of induced
activities in multiple schedules. The most important factor appears to be the
duration of the components. As component duration increases, rats allocate
more induced drinking to the richer component. This conclusion cannot be
reached with pigeons, as appropriate data are unavailable.
The motivation hypothesis is not supported as a time-allocation strategy
with either rats or pigeons, because, as relative reward frequency increases,
induced drinking and induced aggression both increasingly favour the lean,
rather than the rich, component. Early data that appeared to support the
motivation hypothesis (e.g. Jacquet 1972; Hamm et al. 1978, 1981) typically
used relatively long component durations, which may have contributed to
the observation of more induced drinking in the rich component. Parametric
data which vary relative reward rate with constant component duration are
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severely lacking. With few exceptions, published studies have used only
extinction as the lean component.
The S - hypothesis is weakly supported as a time allocation strategy by
available data on multiple schedules. When component duration is
maintained constant, induced activities can favour either the rich or lean
component, depending upon the duration of the component. Nevertheless,
the observation that increases in relative reward rate result in a larger
proportion of induced behaviour in the lean component is compatible with
the S - hypothesis, but we must be aware that this hypothesis assumes
sensitivity to the stimuli signalling low reward probability, not only
behavioural control by relative reward rate. Factors other than stimulus
effects could be responsible, but Minor and Coulter (1982) have successfully
demonstrated that their stimulus signalling the lean component did have S properties.
Regarding non-induced activities, available data are not nearly sufficient
to identify time-allocation strategies in rats or pigeons. Only one published
study (Hinson and Staddon 1978) has provided relative rates of a noninduced activity on a multiple schedule. However, their data provide us with
only a single point with different reward rates, with wheel running favouring
the extinction component. Neither component duration nor relative reward
rate have been manipulated over a sufficient range t o identify their effects on
non-induced activities. Therefore, existing data are far from conclusive. It is
not clear that all induced or all non-induced activities are equally sensitive to
relative rates of reward or to the S - properties of schedules. Parametric
data on relative rates are completely lacking for any induced or non-induced
activity.
It is clear that at least three factors control the time allocation of scheduleinduced activities (and perhaps non-induced activities as well): (1) reward
rate (both absolute and relative); (2) component duration; and (3) stimuli
that signal the probability of food delivery. Other factors are mentioned
above that could also play important roles. Schedule-induced aggression has
been studied most often in schedules in which the stimulus factor plays the
dominant role (multiple ratio studies). Schedule-induced drinking has most
often been studied in multiple schedules which allow the component
duration and the relative food rate to have a dominant role (multiple interval
extinction). However, each factor appears to be important with both types of
induced activities, drinking and aggression. There is little reason to believe
that mechanisms of time allocation differ between the various induced
activities.
Non-induced activities have largely been ignored, even though they are
able to influence the amount of operant behaviour, particularly in multiple
schedules. Induced and non-induced activities are unlikely to follow qualitatively different strategies for time allocation. There may be quantitative
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differences in the sensitivity of induced and non-induced activities to any of
the factors above, but current data are not sufficient to identify any
differences the effects of relative reward rate on the two classes. Absolute
reward rate does, however, appear to differentially affect induced and noninduced activities, producing an inverted-U relation with the rates of induced
activities and typically no effect on the rates of non-induced activities.

usually occupied different periods within the interfood interval on an FT
1-min food schedule. Fig. 8.5 is a similar example of schedule entrainment
that shows how the probabilities of several activities vary over the interfood
interval in pigeons on a fixed-time 12-s food schedule and in rats on a fixedtime 30-s food schedule. The distributions in Fig. 8.5 are usually determined
by averaging across all interreward intervals, such as all rows of Fig. 5.1. Of
course, the data represented by the two figures are from different studies.
Excluding activities related to obtaining reward, the forms of the activity
distributions observed on periodic schedules depend upon whether or not an
activity is induced by the schedule and, with rats, on the amount of
supporting apparatus available. The temporal distributions of all activities
unrelated to the acquisition of reward may be multimodal, as in Fig. 8.5, or
they may be unimodal. By multimodal, we mean that the mode for each
activity occupies different periods within the interreward interval, and thus
are offset from one another. Drinking and running in Fig. 8.5 tend to occupy
different portions of the interval, and represent the distributions for induced
and non-induced activities, respectively. By unimodal, we mean that all
measured activities (other than reward-related behaviour) tend to occupy the
same temporal period within the interval, and are not offset from one
another. Table 8.1 summarizes the dependence of the form of the temporal
distributions on the occurrence of schedule induction and the availability of
supporting apparatus for rats, based on data currently available.
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Schedule entrainment of induced and non-induced activities
Temporal distributions in lean and rich environments
The analysis thus far has dealt with the means by which reward rate may
control the overall amounts or rates of induced and non-induced activities. It
refers to static measures, such as drinking rates over entire sessions or within
all occurrences of particular components. Reward rate is also one of the
determinants of the temporal allocation of activities to the various
components of multiple and concurrent schedules. However, these analyses
say nothing about the temporal properties of entrained activities within the
interreward interval, or the means by which the various activities are
entrained.
We saw an example of schedule entrainment of induced drinking and noninduced wheel running in Fig. 8.1. Running and schedule-induced drinking
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Table 8.1
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Fig. 8.5. The relative frequency of various activities as a function of post-food time
for a rat (right panel) and a pigeon (left panel) on periodic food schedules. (Reprinted
with permission from Staddon 1977.)

Amount of supporting apparatus
Lean environment

Rich environment

Unimodal
Unimodal

Unimodal
Multimodal

Non-induced activities Unfortunately, little attention has been given to the
activity distributions of non-induced activities occurring in schedules that,
for some reason, fail to induce behaviour. The little evidence available
suggests that interreward activity distributions of non-induced activities are
always unimodal if induced activities do not occur. Unimodal distributions
occur with non-induced activities in environments containing little or no
supporting apparatus (Myerson and Christiansen 1979; Riley etal. 1985;
Wetherington el al. 1977). And, at least on water schedules, it appears that
unimodal distributions also occur with rats exposed to very rich environments in the absence of schedule-induced activities (Reid el al. 1985). Rats
and hamsters may engage in many activities in lean or rich environments, but
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unless the schedule actually induces an activity, the activity distributions of
all the non-induced activities seem to occupy approximately the same period
within the interreward interval (Anderson and Shettleworth 1977; Reid
et al. 1985).

Induced activities Many studies have reported schedule-induced behaviour
with unimodal distributions in lean environments (Allen and Kenshalo 1976;
Edwards and Roper 1982; Killeen 1975; King 1974; Osborne 1978; Reberg
etal. 1977; Reid and Dale 1983; Wetherington and Riley 1986; but see
Iverson 1977 for an example of multimodal distributions in a relatively lean
environment). Reid and Dale (1983) demonstrated that the form of the
unimodal distribution of schedule-induced drinking was a simple inverse
function of the temporal distribution of reward-related activities. At each
second within the interreward interval, increases (or decreases) in the
distribution of food-related activities (head-in-feeder) corresponded very
closely to decreases (or increases) in the drinking distributions. This result
would be expected (and trivial) if drinking and food-related activities were
mutually exclusive and exhaustive, but in their experiments much time
remained available for other activities.
Reid etal. (1985) demonstrated the same inverse relation with noninduced activities occurring in a rich environment on a periodic water
schedule. All activities had essentially the same temporal distributions within
the interwater interval and complemented the distribution of reward-related
activities. Hence, it appears that reward and temporal control determine' the
temporal distributions of reward-related activities which, in turn, determine
the unimodal distributions of induced or non-induced activities. In simple
periodic schedules, time spent consuming, working, or looking for reward
determines the time available for all other activities, which probably have
only a small impact on the amount of reward-related activities (Ator 1980;
Knutson and Schrader 1975; Reid and Dale 1983; Reid and Staddon 1982;
Roper 1978). We should point out that this slight impact of induced activities
on reward-related activities on simple periodic schedules stands in contrast to
the larger influence often shown on multiple schedules, described above.
Rats appear to require rich environments (such as the presence of a
drinking tube and a running wheel while on a food schedule) for the

occurrence of multimodal distributions (Reid etal. 1985; Roper 1978;
Staddon and Ayres 1975). That is, the non-induced activities observed with
rats (and hamsters: cf. Anderson and Shettleworth 1977) in lean environments, such as grooming, sniffing, locomotion, etc., appear to form
distributions that peak at approximately the same time in the interval.
However, when rats are on a food schedule with abundant apparatus that
can be manipulated (e.g. access to a drinking tube and a running wheel or an
oak block), the distributions of each activity peak at substantially different
times in the interval (Killeen 1975; Knutson and Schrader 1975; Reid et al. in
prep. 6; Roper 1978; Staddon and Ayres 1975; Wetherington and Riley
1986). Pigeons do not require such additional apparatus-their patterns of
orientation and movement can be entrained to different periods within the
interreward interval (Innis et al. 1983; Reberg et al. 1977).
When multimodal activity distributions are observed, the sequences of
activities appear strikingly stereotyped from one interreward interval to
another and even across subjects. This temporal regularity led Staddon
(1977) to propose that periodic reward schedules entrain three motivational
states: the terminal state, containing reward-related activities facilitated by
the schedule (which would include head-in-feeder in Fig. 8.1 and 8.5); the
interim state, containing the schedule-induced activities which occur shortly
after reward (drinking, in both figures); and the facultative state, containing
the non-induced activities occurring near the middle of the interreward
interval which are not facilitated by the schedule, and that compete for time
with interim and terminal activities (running in both figures).
Unimodal distributions imply substitutability between each of the
activities that peak at the same time in the interval. That is, activities can
replace one another during the same period in other interreward intervals.
However, the relatively f i e d sequence of activities forming multimodal
distributions implies little or no substitutability. Because of the apparent
regularity in the sequences of activities forming multimodal distributions
and because behavioural interaction appears to be the main determinant of
the form of simpler, unimodal, temporal distributions (Killeen 1979; Reid
and Dale 1983; Reid and Staddon 1982; Reid el al. 1985), we will discuss the
degree of substitutability between activities and the role it might play in the
allocation of activities to various periods within the interreward interval.

Logically the inverse correlation between non-induced and food-related activities is
consistent with several kinds of causal relations: food-related activities inhibit non-induced
activities or vice versa, or both classes determined by some third factor. But there are abundant
data showing that, at asymptote, the pattern of food-related activities is usually independent of
the presence or absence of non-induced activities, which suggests that they determine the
temporal location of non-induced activities rather than the reverse. The direction of the causal
relation is even more apparent when the distribution of food-related activities varies
concurrently with manipulations of food frequency, independent of the availability of other
activities.

Substitutability between entrained activities
How fixed is the order of entrainment on schedules when multimodal
activity distributions are observed? Does the order vary from one schedule to
another? Or with the types of competing activities? Unfortunately, we have
more questions regarding the mechanisms of schedule entrainment than we
have answers. With Staddon and Ayres' (1975) rats placed on a fixed-time
30 -s food schedule (depicted in Fig. 8.5), drinking nearly always occurred
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earlier in the interfood interval than did running. Running usually followed
drinking, but occasionally drinking and running occurred alone in an
interval. Even so, drinking occupied the earlier portion of the interval and
running occupied a later portion. When the drinking tube was withdrawn
from the apparatus, running continued to occupy the same period, and
'other' activities occupied the period previously taken by drinking. When
drinking was available but the running wheel was locked, the temporal
distribution of drinking closely resembled the drinking distributions when
running had been concurrently available, although drinking was slightly
elevated (see also Segal 1969; Wetherington and Riley 1986). Staddon and
Ayres interpreted this invariance in the temporal position of drinking and
wheel running as further evidence that periodic schedules entrain three
motivational states: interim, facultative, and terminal states.
In the Staddon and Ayres study, there was little evidence for substitutability between induced (interim) and non-induced (facultative) activities.
Furthermore, Knutson and Schrader (1975) demonstrated invariance in the
sequence and temporal positions of two induced activities, drinking and
aggression, in rats. The mode of the drinking distribution always occurred
earlier in the interval than aggression on fued-interval schedules, even when
the activities occurred alone in an interval. When only one activity was
allowed to occur, it maintained its temporal position in the interval.
Both of these studies imply a high degree of invariance or a very low degree
of substitutability between activities on periodic schedules, independent of
whether both, or only one, activities are schedule-induced. However, there is
also evidence of variance and substitutability between activities. For
example, Killeen (1975, Expt. 5c) compared the temporal distributions of
schedule-induced drinking and wood-gnawing separately and together with
rats on a F T 75-s food schedule. When only drinking or only gnawing was
allowed, they had similar temporal distributions. When both activities were
concurrently available in the interval, gnawing occurred earlier than
drinking, and both decreased substantially from their single-activity
1evels.In addition, Wetherington and Riley (1986) measured drinking over
sessions in which the availability of a running wheel alternated each day.
Drinking always preceded running (as before), but drinking was reduced
over the portion of the interval when running occurred. In both of these
studies, the temporal order of the activities was invariant, implying low
substitutability. However, the decrease in the levels of the activities that
occurred when all activities were concurrently allowed implies at least a small
degree of substitutability between activities.
Occasionally, schedule-induced activities completely replace other
apparently induced activities. For example, Freed and Hymowitz (1969)
reported that schedule-induced drinking was spontaneously replaced by
shredding of the paper liners on the floor of the apparatus. Roper (1978)
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activity. When rats were exposed to a F I 30-s food schedule, drinking was
induced and occurred before wheel running, as in the Staddon and Ayres
(1975) study reported above. However, when shifted to a FI 60-s schedule,
drinking was replaced by general activity, and running retained essentially
the same temporal distribution. When drinking did occur on this schedule, it
retained its post-food position, occurring earlier than running but at levels
far below that observed on the F T 30-s schedule.
Unfortunately, Roper (1978) gave no explanation for the replacement of
drinking by general activity, other than postulating that it resulted somehow
from the food rate. However, the data in Fig. 8.1 are from a F T 60-s food
schedule, the same food rate as in Roper's study, yet drinking was induced.
Perhaps a change in the reward rate was the proximal cause. This possibility
is substantiated by Innis et al. (1983), who found increases in the variability
of the sequences of entrained activities with pigeons with increases in the
interfood interval of fixed-time schedules. However, it is unclear to what
extent the actual sequences vary with food rate. It is difficult to compare
detailed descriptions of pigeon orientation and movement to that of rats as
they manipulate the available apparatus, e.g. the running wheel, a chewing
block, or a drinking tube.
In summary, the sequences of entrained activities in the interreward
interval appear relatively fixed when the reward rate is held constant.
Increases in the duration of the interreward interval appear to increase the
variability in the sequences of activities, but it is not clear whether the
increase is because of an increase in the number of activities occurring in
the interval (Innis et al. 1983) or because the actual sequence is directly
affected. Few studies have directly addressed the issue of relative substitutability of induced and non-induced activities. In those that have, it is rarely
clear if the altered activity distributions represent induced or non-induced
activities. Nor is it clear that the activity classification is an important factor
in the degree of substitutability.
Because so few studies have directly addressed the factors responsible for
the sequences of activities, there are many questions and few answers. For
example, what is the relation between an activity's temporal position in the
interval and its resistance to displacement to other temporal periods? T o
what degree are entrained activities substitutable for one another, both
within interreward intervals and across intervals? Does this degree depend in
some systematic way upon some property of the schedule or the type of
reward? More research with rich environments is needed to begin to answer
these questions.
Schedule entrainment

How d o reward schedules entrain activities? The motivation hypothesis
(which was not supported by time allocation data on multiple schedules)
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activities because of their 'special' relationship with the reward. In Staddon's
(1977) model which incorporates the motivation hypothesis, interim
activities occur just after reward because of this special relation, and
terminal activities occur prior to reward because they are reward-related
activities under temporal control. The occurrence of both classes of activities
are results of facilitatory relations between the schedule (and that particular
type of reward) and these two motivational states controlling behavioural
output. Facultative activities occur in the interval if there is enough time
available for them, as they must compete for time with both interim and
terminal activities. Facultative activities are not facilitated by the schedule
and have no special relation with the reward. Thus, they will predominate
only in very long interreward intervals, in which the facilitation of interim
and terminal activities is not sufficient to occupy all the available time
between rewards.
Staddon's (1977) model of schedule-entrainment makes several explicit
predictions about the motivational processes involved in entrainment that
have not yet been satisfactorily tested. For example, the selection of the
interim activity from all possibilities depends upon the existence of a
facilitatory relation between that particular type of reward and the interim
(induced) activity. However, this relation has not been precisely defined. In
fact, in at least some situations, the relation between the amount of food
delivery and induced drinking is negative or bitonic (Allison and Mack 1982;
Freed and Hymowitz 1972; Osborne 1978; Reid and Dale 1983; Reid and
Staddon 1982, 1987).
In addition, Staddon's model predicts that periodic schedules modulate motivational states within each interreward interval. This prediction is consistent with the multimodal distributions in Figs. 8.1 and 8.5.
Occasionally, however, multimodal distributions are results of averaging
across intervals containing only interim behaviour or only facultative
behaviour. Animals may be able to allocate the different activities to
different intervals, perhaps as a net reduction of competition between
activities for available time. If the precise temporal distributions are retained
even when the activities occur in different intervals (a prediction supported
by Knutson and Schrader 1975, and Staddon and Ayres 1975). it would be
strong evidence that the temporal distributions of activities depend upon
their relation with particular rewards, rather than on the overall motivational properties of the schedule, as determined by (for example) molar
reinforcement rate.
However, the schedule may not modulate the tendencies to engage in
induced and non-induced activities within each interreward interval. For
example, Reid and Dale (1983). Reid and Staddon (1982). and Reid et al.
(1985) demonstrated that the unimodal distributions of induced drinking
and several non-induced activities are a by-product of the tendency to engage

in reward-related activities, rather than being intrinsically motivated. The
simplest mechanism of this indirect influence is disinhibition, proposed by
Falk (1969) and McFarland (1970) as the mechanism responsible for the
occurrence of adjunctive behaviour and displacement activities (but see
Roper 1981, 1984; Roper and Crossland 1982; Roper and Posadas-Andrews
1981). There is now little doubt that the forms of observed unimodal
distributions of induced and non-induced activities are determined by the
shapes of the distributions of activities related to the obtainment of reward.
However, the shapes of multimodal distributions must be determined by
additional factors, since an additional factor must be responsible for the
transition from the induced activity to the non-induced activity.,
Can animals react to competition or temporal constraints by reallocating
induced and non-induced activities across intervals? If activities that occur in
a relatively fixed sequence within each interreward interval can be
demonstrated to reallocate to separate intervals, then there would be less
reason to believe that the schedule entrains activities by modulating their
tendencies within each interval. Existing data are, again, inconclusive.
Several studies have reported intervals containing only facultative or only
induced activities (Anderson and Shettleworth 1977; Knutson and Schrader
1975; Roper 1978; Staddon and Ayres 1975). suggesting the ability to
reallocate activities. However, these studies have also reported that the
temporal distribution of each activity occurring in separate intervals is
approximately the same as its distribution in intervals containing both
activities; thus supporting the notion that each reward influences the time of
occurrence of each activity.
What are the controlling factors of the allocation of activities within or
across intervals? There seem to be several. With increases in the duration of
interfood intervals (Innis era/. 1983). with increases in meal size (Reid and
Staddon 1987), or with longer sessions (Reid and Staddon 1982), fewer intervals contain schedule-induced activities. However, at the present, there is
little reason to conclude that a reduction in the percentage of intervals containing induced behaviour represents a reallocation of activities across intervals. It seems that competition for time would be a major factor for time
allocation across intervals, but its influence has not been directly tested.
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Summary and conclusions
We have identified several factors influencing the organization of activities
on reward schedules. One factor is the differential effect of reward rate on
induced and non-induced activities. The measured relation between absolute
food and drinking rates is bitonic. However, the relation may be considered
as a result of two factors: a facilitatory influence of food rate and a temporal
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constraint imposed by the requirement of food consumption, which has a
major influence only at high food rates. The rates of non-induced activities
either decrease or are unaffected by increases in absolute food rate.
The time-allocation strategy responsible for the allocation of scheduleinduced activities to different components of multiple schedules is not
accurately described by either the S - hypothesis or the motivation
hypothesis. Reward probability or frequency is the main component of both
hypotheses, and it does control induced and non-induced activities.
Schedule-induced behaviour on multiple schedules does not conform to
relativity matching or antimatching. Rather, its allocation to rich and lean
components varies along a continuum between the two extremes.
We have identified three factors that are important determinants of time
allocation of induced activities in multiple schedules: (1) component
duration; (2) relative reward rate; and (3) stimuli that signal the probability
of reward. The most important factor appears to be the duration of the
components. As component duration increases, rats allocate more induced
drinking to the richer component.
The motivation hypothesis was not supported as a time-allocation strategy
with either rats or pigeons, because as relative reward frequency increases,
induced drinking and induced aggression both increasingly favour the lean,
rather than the rich, component.
The S - hypothesis is weakly supported as a time allocation strategy
by available data on multiple schedules. When component duration is
maintained constant, induced activities can favour either the rich or lean
component, depending upon the duration of the component. Nevertheless,
the observation that increases in relative reward rate result in a larger
proportion of induced behaviour in the lean component is compatible with
the S - hypothesis.
The temporal distributions of activities within interreward intervals may
be unimodal, in which all activities other than reward-related activities peak
at approximately the same post-reward time, or multimodal, in which they
peak at substantially different times in the interval. Unimodal distributions
are observed with induced and non-induced activities, and appear t o be
direct results of the temporal distributions of reward-related activities.
Unimodal distributions imply a certain degree of substitutability between
the activities across intervals. The sequence of activities in multimodal
distributions, however, appears relatively fixed, and implies little o r no
substitutability between the activities in each distribution. Increases in the
interreward interval appear to increase the variability in the sequences of
activities, but it is not clear whether the increase is because of an increase in
the number o f activities occurring in the interval (lnnis et al. 1983) or because
the actual sequence is directly affected.
Because so few studies have directly addressed the factors responsible for

the sequences of activities, there are many questions and few answers. For
example, what is the relation between an activity's temporal position in the
interval and its resistance t o displacement t o other temporal periods? T o
what degree are entrained activities substitutable for one another, both
within interrreward intervals and across intervals? Does this degree depend
in some systematic way upon some property of the schedule o r the type of
reward?
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